Presented at Andover School Committee meeting - August 10, 2020

DESE Continuum Model - In-Person, Hybrid, Remote

APS Community Survey - August 3 - 8

In-Person Learning Model - Grades K-8 (3’ distance)
●

To achieve the 3’ distance, a significant amount of furniture, mostly at the elementary level, will need
to be removed and stored. Cost is estimated at $89,356

●

Breakfast, snack and lunch will need be at 6’, which requires cafeterias, gymnasiums and other large
spaces to be used for 6’ seating and staff supervision. For example, Bancroft cafeteria has 400 seats,
but is reduced to 42 seats with social distancing. This is impacted by the type of seating/tables in
cafeterias. Rented furniture is needed to provide appropriate physical distancing in these spaces

●

Tents need to be rented to create supplemental space. Cost is estimated at $21,979

●

Over 250 single seats/desks must be obtained to exchange student tables for desks in classrooms

●

Student transportation must be changed from 2-tiers to 4-tiers resulting in an increase of $100,000
and K-1, 2-3, 4-5 and 6 starting school at different times

●

School start/dismissal times and teacher and staff work hours will need to be adjusted to 4-tiers of
busing

Elementary In-Person (3’) and (6’)
●

At a 3 ft. distance - the K-2 student enrollment can be seated in K-2 classrooms

●

Many furnishings (work tables, carpets, teacher desks) would need to be removed for space

●

Additional furnishings would need to be procured to seat students individually at desks, rather
than at tables

●

Breakfast, snack(s), lunches are required to be 6’, which requires cafeterias, gymnasiums and
large spaces to seat K-2 students for meals and allow for group supervision throughout the day

●

To transport K-2 in-person and 3-6 hybrid, 4-tiers of bus transportation would be needed, as
well as staggered school start and dismissal times, and adjusted employee work hours

●

At a 6’ distance - only half of K-2 students can be seated in a classroom, which requires 34
additional teachers/spaces; 66 additional teachers/spaces for K-5

●

It costs $540,900 to transport Kindergarten students home midday

APS Elementary Classrooms (3’ distance)

BANCROFT ELEMENTARY KINDERGARTEN

SOUTH ELEMENTARY- GRADE FOUR

APS Elementary Classrooms (3’ distance)

BANCROFT ELEMENTARY BREAK OUT ROOM

HIGH PLAIN ELEMENTARY KINDERGARTEN

APS Middle School Classrooms (3’ distance)

DOHERTY MIDDLE SCHOOL - SCIENCE
CLASSROOM

WEST MIDDLE SCHOOL - 8TH GRADE MATH

In-Person Learning Model - AHS (3’ distance)
Enrollment of AHS is approximately 1800, however the capacity is 1400, which creates
difficulty in meet physical distancing requirements set forth by DESE.
A full in-person enrollment would require significant modifications to meet DESE
guidance:
○

Limited lunch spaces - single desks placed in cafeteria and use of Collins Center

○

Bus transportation will need to be focused entirely on K-6, since buses can only be
filled to 32% capacity, thereby leaving no buses for AHS

○

Concern with physical distancing at arrival/dismissal, parking and traffic

○

Physical distancing of hallways/passing time, restrooms and common spaces

○

Teacher and staff work hours would have to be staggered to allow for students to
arrive/dismiss in a physically distanced manner

Andover High School Classrooms

AHS- Science Classroom and Lab

AHS - Cafeteria with 6ft distancing

In-Person Learning Model
BENEFITS
●
●

Daily in-person learning and
socialization with educators and peers

CONSIDERATIONS
●

Transportation available K-6, not 7-12

●

A 4-tier transportation model requires 4 different school
start/dismissal times K-1, 2-3, 4-5 and 6, which also requires
altered school schedules, and changed teacher and staff
working hours

●

Change of learning environment (3’ distancing in
classrooms, 6’ distancing of lunches and mask breaks in
alternate settings, removal of elementary furniture, passing
time)

●

Increased costs associated with additional staff needed for
arrival/dismissal and meal supervision

Full school day

Hybrid Learning Model
●

Students divided into 2 cohorts: A or B
○

●

●
●

A (Mon/ Tues) -- Wednesday (A & B at-home learning) -- B (Thur/ Fri)

A and B - use digital schedule/resources posted in Learning Management System (LMS)
○

APS classroom teachers teach A or B directly when they attend school in-person. When students are at
home, they will complete their learning tasks in the LMS

○

Cohort A and Cohort B will follow a similar time and academic schedule

○

Classroom teacher facilitates live, video synchronous opportunities between A and B when possible,
and on Wednesday facilitates the entire class through lunchtime

○

Specialist and IA staffing will provide additional support for some students when learning at home

Attendance taken, feedback and regular grading system
Hybrid Learning Model students and teachers are not the Remote Learning Academy
students and teachers

What happens Wednesdays in the AA/BB Hybrid Model?
●

A and B will be taught synchronously with live video lessons and conferencing
through lunchtime

●

A and B will be asynchronous in the afternoon using their LMS, while teachers
engage in professional learning and collaboration

●

Teachers and staff will teach remotely from home on Wednesdays

Public Health and Safety Benefits
●

AA and BB keeps cohorts together and minimizes potential contact between cohorts

●

Wednesday also allows for deep cleaning of all buildings, classrooms and
educational spaces by custodial staff

How Cohorts Work
●

It is our goal to keep K-5 siblings together in the same cohort (A or B). Siblings who
are on the same bus run, may sit together in the same seat

●

Due to the complexity of scheduling at the secondary level, we are unable to
guarantee that siblings in 6-8 and 9-12 will be in the same cohort (A or B) with each
other, or their K-5 sibling(s)

●

There are factors in creating student cohorts such as designing balanced
instructional groupings and managing bus load capacity, therefore APS is unable to
accept family requests for their child(ren) to be part of a specific cohort. Students
will be assigned into cohort A or B

Hybrid Model Considerations
BENEFITS
●

Fosters teacher/student and student/student
interaction and engagement

●

Achieves 4’-6’ distance, some K-5 classrooms
will retain additional classroom furnishings,
allows snack in classroom and access to the
cafeteria

CONSIDERATIONS
●

K-12 students in school 2 days/week and at
home 3 days/week. APS will assign specialists
and IA staff to support some students learning
at home, particularly in younger grades

●

Maintains similar annual bus cost to FY20
($2.2 million), but with no busing for Gr. 7-12

●

Out of 3,877 responses, families indicated
greater interest in the hybrid (77%) than the
in-person (61%) as compared to the Remote
Learning Academy option

●

4 additional teachers would needed in the
hybrid model. Some classroom space changes
would need to occur in order to accommodate
physical space needs

●

Less disruption to specialist spaces including
library, Fine Arts, P.E., maker spaces

●

●

Can transport K-6 in a 2-tier system with some
adjustments for start/dismissal times

If a hybrid student is absent, the LMS is to be
used, until the student is able to return to
school

Remote Academy
●

Families may select this option for their children, even if the district provides in-person or hybrid

●

Students will have their own teachers in the Remote Academy. They are APS teachers, but separate from the
the hybrid model teachers

●

In some select cases, mainly at MS and HS, students in the hybrid model and/or the Remote Academy may
be provided a Virtual High School, Commonwealth Approved Virtual Course, or independent virtual course
option at the selection and cost of the district, in order to meet the demand for remote learning and our
wide range of course offerings

●

Students will use the LMS and follow a similar time and academic schedule to students in the hybrid model,
which will allow for live, synchronous learning opportunities when possible and teacher collaboration

●

Attendance taken and feedback and regular grading system

●

In the event of a full school or district closure, hybrid students would attend fully remote with their hybrid
teachers, and Remote Academy students would continue to attend fully with their RA teacher

Remote Learning
●

Instruction would be online, full school day, 5 days/week, taught by APS teachers and staff. Wednesday
afternoons would be asynchronous to allow for teacher professional development and collaboration.

●

Instruction would be synchronous and asynchronous using the LMS, and use digital and hands-on resources

●

Teachers, staff and students will use the LMS to follow a common time and academic schedule (elementary,
middle, high school), which will allow for live, synchronous learning opportunities and teacher collaboration

●

Attendance taken

●

Feedback and regular grading system

Remote Academy and Remote Learning Considerations
BENEFITS
●
●
●

Daily remote instruction with a
dedicated teacher
No transportation costs
No learning environment cost
changes

CONSIDERATIONS
● RA and RL: No in-person interaction with peers or
educators. All interactions are online
●

RA: There will be close coordination and
collaboration between the hybrid and APS Remote
Academy teachers for curriculum alignment and
synchronous learning opportunities

●

RA: The demand for the Remote Academy prompts
some teacher hiring to support the Hybrid and
In-Person models

●

RA: In the Remote Academy, there is associated cost
for Virtual High School, Commonwealth Approved
Virtual Courses, or independent virtual course
options

DESE Fall Reopening Transportation Guidance

Transportation and Draft School Start Times
●

Bus capacity limited to 23-25 students per bus (32% of 71 passenger
bus)

●

APS is able to transport K-6 students only, students in grades 7-12 will
need to find alternative methods of transportation to/from school.

●

This will still require 2 tier-busing, will require staggered school start
and dismissal times
Grades K-2

8:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Bus K-2

Grades 3-8

9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m

Bus 3-6 only

Grades 9-12

8:15 a.m. - 2:51 p.m

No bus 9-12

Ventilation
The DESE Fall Reopening Facilities and Operations Guidance contains some
recommendations on how to approach the subject of ventilation and HVAC systems,
however the EPA refers to American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and
Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) for more specific guidance as they are the
standard for HVAC design.
APS has collaborated with the Town of Andover’s Facilities Department to ensure
ventilation requirement are aligned to current guidance.

